Abstract. The theory of p-ramification in the maximal pro-p-extension of a number field K, unramified outside p and ∞, is well known including numerical experiments with PARI/GP programs. The case of incomplete "pro-p-ramification" (i.e., when the set S of ramified places is a strict subset of the set P of the p-places) is, on the contrary, mostly unknown in a theoretical point of view. We give, in a first part, a method to compute, for any S ⊆ P , the structure of the maximal Sramified abelian pro-p-extension HK,S of any field K given by means of an irreducible polynomial. We publish PARI/GP programs usable without any special prerequisites. Then, in the Appendix, we recall the "story" of abelian S-ramification restricting ourselves to elementary aspects in order to precise much basic contributions and references, often disregarded, which may be used by specialists of other domains of number theory. Indeed, the torsion TK,S of Gal(HK,S/K) (even if S = P ) is a fundamental obstruction in many problems. All relationships involving S-ramification, as Iwasawa's theory, Galois cohomology, p-adic L-functions, elliptic curves, algebraic geometry, would merit special developments, which is not our purpose.
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Introduction and basic results
Let p ≥ 2 be a prime number and let K be a number field; we denote by P := {p prime, p | p} the set of p-places of K and by S an arbitrary set of finite places (later we shall assume S ⊆ P ). A main problem in Galois theory above K is to study the Galois group G K,S of the maximal pro-pextension of K which is S-ramified in the ordinary sense (i.e., unramified outside S and non-complexified at the real infinite places when p = 2).
As we will recall it in detail, in Section A.1, the study of G K,S goes back to fundamental contributions of Serre [Se1964] ,Šafarevič [Sha1964] , Brumer [Br1966] , and has been largely extended, from the 1980's, in much works considering S-ramification (eventually with decomposition of another set Σ of places). The analogous theory for a local base field has also a long history that we shall not consider in this article.
When S = P , the F p -dimension of H 1 (G K,P , Z/pZ), which gives the minimal number of generators of G K,P , is the p-rank 1 of the abelianization:
A K,P := G ab K,P := G K,P /[G K,P , G K,P ]. Denote by (r 1 , r 2 ) the signature of K (so that r 1 + 2 r 2 = [K : Q]); then, the F p -dimension of H 2 (G K,P , Z/pZ), which gives the minimal number of relations between these generators, is the p-rank of the torsion group T K,P of A K,P , so that we have the relation: rk p (H 1 (G K,P , Z/pZ)) = rk p (H 2 (G K,P , Z/pZ)) + r 2 + 1.
In the general case for S (possibly containing tame places) we have:
(1.1)
where T K,S := tor Zp (A K,S ) and r K,S ≥ 0. Without any p-adic assumption on the units, we still have rk p (H 1 (G K,S , Z/pZ)) = rk p (A K,S ), given by thě Safarevič formula, but r K,S is more difficult; rk p (A K,S ) is computable in complete generality with the invariants of class field theory for K as follows. Let K × (S) be the subgroup of K × of elements prime to S and for any p ∈ S, let K p be the completion of K at p; then (with S p := S ∩ P ): where r K,S defined by (1.1) is given by the following formula:
(1.4)
where E K is the group of global units of K and:
log Sp := log p p∈Sp 1 As usual, the p-rank of an abelian group A is the Fp-dimension of A/A p .
the family of p-adic logarithms over S p with values in p∈Sp K p . Note that for S = P , r K,P := dim Qp Q p log P (E K ) is also the p-adic rank of E K .
TheŠafarevič and reflection formulas, generalized with decomposition, may be obtained via [Gr2003/2005, Exercise II.5.4.1] or other references. In general, r K,S is non-obvious and varies from 0 to r 2 + 1 (see [Ya1993, M2002, M2003, M2005] for some results and cases where G K,S may be free with less than r 2 + 1 generators and our forthcoming numerical results). For S = P we obtain r K,P = r 2 + 1, under the Leopoldt conjecture, giving (since p∈P [K p : Q p ] = r 1 + 2 r 2 ):
(1.5) rk p (T K,P ) = rk p (V K,P /K
if S = ∅ then A K,S = T K,S =: Cℓ K , the p-class group of K (ordinary sense).
Remark 1.1. We shall not consider S-ramification with S = P ∪ T , when T is a finite set of tame places because of the following exact sequence (under the Leopoldt conjecture), [Neu1975] , [Ng1986, 
For some more specialized applications (about number fields, elliptic curves, representation theory, Galois cohomology, Iwasawa's theory, p-adic L-functions and some recent conjectures), one needs to study and compute the above S-invariants when S is a subset of the set P of places of K dividing p and when K/Q is not necessarily Galois. Of course, this highly depends on the decomposition of the prime p in K, so the most tricky invariants are T K,S and r K,S = rk
General context of S-ramification
Consider a number field K and a given prime p ≥ 2. Let S be a subset of the set P of the p-places of K and let H K,S be the maximal abelian S-ramified pro-p-extension of K; this field contains a (maximal) compositum K S of Z p -extensions of K and always the p-Hilbert class field
These definitions are given in the ordinary sense when p = 2 (so that the real infinite places of K are not complexified (= unramified) in the class fields under consideration).
2.1. Fundamental exact sequences. Let U K,S := p∈S U p , be the product of the groups of principal local units of K p , and let E S K be the closure of the diagonal image of E K in U K,S (i.e., the projection of the closure E P K on U K,S ). We denote by W K,S = p∈S µ Kp the p-torsion group of U K,S .
Note that if S P , U K,S is in general not a Galois module, even if K/Q is a Galois extension. The following p-adic result is valid without any assumption on K and S ⊆ P : Lemma 2.1. We have the exact sequence:
Proof. To simplify, put log := log S . The surjectivity comes from the fact that if u ∈ U K,S is such that p n log(u) = log(ε), ε ∈ E S K , then u p n = ε · ξ for ξ ∈ W K,S , hence there exists m ≥ n such that u p m ∈ E S K , whence u gives a preimage in tor Zp 
Then the exact sequence of Lemma 2.1 becomes: 
The "normalized regulator" R K,P (as p-group or as a p-power) is closely related to the classical p-adic regulator of K (see [Gr2017, Proposition 5 .2]). 
where e p is the ramification index of p ∈ S in K/Q. Corollary 2.5. We have
for all m ≥ n ≥ n 0 , where n 0 = 3 for p = 2 and n 0 = 2 for p > 2. Thus T K,S = 1 if and only if rk p (Cℓ K (m n 0 S )) = r K,S . Proof. It is sufficient to get, for some fixed n ≥ 0:
[FV2002, Chapter I, § 5.8, Corollary 2] giving the value of n 0 ; furthermore, Cℓ K (m n 0 S ) gives the p-rank of T K,S as soon as r K,S is known.
2.4. Practical computation of r K,S . Let S ⊆ P . From (1.4), we have
In [M2002, M2003] Maire has given, in the relative Galois case, some results about r K,S depending on Schanuel's conjecture and the use of the representation Q p log S (E K ) from the results of Jaulent [Ja1985] .
In the Galois case K/Q, this rank has been studied by Nelson [Nel2013] giving formulas (or lower bounds) under the p-adic Schanuel conjecture.
We have proposed, in [Gr2003/2005, III, § 4 (f)], a conjecture in the general non-Galois case.
But all these approaches, in terms of representations and Galois descent, are very difficult for programming and not so obvious for random K, so we shall preferably give extensive computations via PARI/GP [P2016] since ray class fields are well computed. But it remains the problem of "computing" r K,S when no theoretical value is known.
We conclude by the following: Remark 2.6. If T K,P = 1 (i.e., the field K is called p-rational as proposed by Movahhedi in [Mo1988] ), this does not imply T K,S = 1 for S P (the numerical examples will show many cases). In the opposite situation, we may have T K,P = 1 (non-p-rationality), but often T K,S = 1 for S P . This intricate aspects have been studied by Maire [M2005, Section 3] in which he introduces the notion of "S-cohomologcal condition" (i.e., when H 2 (G K,S , Q p /Z p ) = 0, knowing that G K,S is a free prop-group if and only if H 2 (G K,S , Q p /Z p ) and T K,S are trivial) and that of "S-arithmetical condition" (when the map E K ⊗ Z p → U K,S is injective), and compare them which, of course, coincide for S = P ; we know that the S-arithmetical condition implies the S-cohomologcal one.
We shall speak of S-rationality, when T K,S = 1 for S ⊆ P , even if this may be rather ambiguous when S P because of the above observations; one must understand this as a "free-S-ramification" over K (giving a free-S-ramified pro-p-extension H K,S /K). Note also that H K,S is the subfield of H K,P fixed by the decomposition groups of the places p ∈ P \S (see numerical approach in [Gr2003/2005, § III.5]). This is also justified by the fact that many variants of the definitions may be given, as those of Jaulent-Sauzet [JS1997, JS2000] and Bourbon-Jaulent [BJ2013] , where are defined and studied the case of singleton S = {p} or the property of "2-birationality" of quadratic extensions of totally real fields when S = {p, p ′ }.
General program for S-ramification
The principle is to consider a modulus m S := p∈S p λp , of support S ⊆ P , for which λ p ≫ 0 for all p ∈ S to "read" the structure of A K,S . The practice shows that the more convenient modulus is of the form:
where e p is the ramification index of p in K/Q and n ≫ 0. Of course, this modulus is (p n ) only for S = P ; so we must use the decomposition of p in K, given by PARI/GP, and compute with ideals.
3.1. Main program computing T K,S and r K,S .
3.1.1. Instructions for use. The reader has only to copy and past the verbatim of the programs and to use a "terminal session via Sage", on his or her computer, or a cell in the page: http://pari.math.u-bordeaux.fr/gp.html Give some instructions for its use (warning: in some journals, the exponent symbolˆis not the PARI/GP one and must be replaced): (i) It is assumed that the irreducible monic polynomial P defining K is given and that the interval [bp, Bp] of tested primes p is also given by the user.
(ii) The program computes the decomposition of p into d prime ideals; for instance, the following data gives, for P = x 3 + 197 * x 2 + 718 * x + 508 and p = 2, the decomposition (p) = pp ′ in Q(x), using idealfactor(K, p): Recall that for an ideal as [2, [0, 0, 1] , 1, 2, [0, 1, 0] ], the 3th component is its ramification index, the 4th component is its residue degree. For the computation of the modulus m S (to be considered at the power n), we replace each prime ideal p ∈ S by p ep using the function idealpow. (iii) Then for each modulus of support S (for all S ⊆ P ), the program gives the p-rank of A K,S and the Z-structure of
where the coefficients a 1 , · · · , a r increase as the exponent n increses, so in the non-ambiguous cases, b 1 , · · · , b t give the group-invariants of T K,S and r is the p-rank r K,S of Gal( K S /K). Of course, if the rank r K,S is not certain, we can not, in a mathematical point of view, deduce the structure of T K,S ; but "in practice the information is correct". (iv) The data S = [δ 1 , ..., δ d ], δ i ∈ {0, 1}, indicates, by abuse of notation, that the S-modulus considered is:
We have choosen n = n 0 + 30 p to get small values when p ≫ 0 but larger ones for small p (especially p = 2 giving possibly huge # T K,S ). The parameter n 0 may be increased at will (here n 0 = 6). There are 2 # S distinct sets S parametrized with the binary writing of the integers z ∈ [0, 2 Whence a non-trivial T K,S ≃ Z/5 8 Z for S 1 = {p} (for the prime of residue degree 2) and S 2 = P . Note that once the substantial computation of K = bnfinit(P, 1) (giving all the basic information about the field) is done, very large values of n do not increase much the execution time; so any skeptical user can make n → ∞ to see that the data 390625 remains constant.
Remark 3.1. We do not compute the Galois group associated to the given polynomial, nor the discriminant or the fundamental units; otherwise, the reader has only to add if necessary the instructions:
print("Galois :",polgalois(P)); print("Discriminant: ",factor(component (component(K,7), 3))); print("Fundamental system of units:
3.1.3. Example with p totally split in degree 5. For P = x 5 − 5, n = 5, and p = 31 (totally split) one finds one case of non S-rationality: i.e., r K,S = 0 and T K,S ≃ Z/43Z for the two above cases.
For the other modulus, T K,S = 1.
3.1.5. Example with a field discovered by Jaulent-Sauzet. In [JS1997] , some numerical examples of {l}(= {p})-rational fields, which are not p-rational, are given; of course this corresponds to a suitable choice of S = {p} and we give the case of the field defined by the polynomial:
for p = 3: which is indeed {p}-rational for each prime ideal p, but the field is not 3-rational since T K,P ≃ Z/3Z × Z/3Z. Many other numerical examples are available in [JS1997, § 3.c].
3.1.6. Abelian fields with T K,S = 1 but T K,P = 1. We consider for this the cyclotomic field Q(µ 24 ). The following program may be used for any abelian field given by polcyclo(N) or polsubcyclo(N, d) giving the suitable polynomials of degree d dividing ϕ(N ): 
Experiments with the fields
. These fields are studied in great detail by Lecouturier in [Le2018, § 5] for their p-class groups and these fields have some remarkable properties. For instance if log is the discrete logarithm for Z/pZ provided with a primitive root g, the expression
k · log(k) (mod p) governs, under some conditions, the p-rank of Cℓ K (from a result of Calegari-Emerton proved again in [Le2018, Theorem 1.1], after other similar results of Iimura). So we shall give the general caculations, for all S ⊆ P , with that of T . We assume N prime congruent to 1 modulo p, but the reader may suppress this conditions. It seems that many interesting heuristics can be elaborated from the numerical results; we only give some examples (recal that the structure of the class group is given by the first data S = ∅): 3.3.1. Programs for various p. In this part, we fix the prime number q and compute the structure of A K,S for all sets S ⊆ P . Recal that the role of the parameter n = n0 + floor(30/p) is that p n be much larger than the exponent of T K ; for instance, for P = x 4 + 23, we give the results for p = 3 and p = 71:
{q=23;P=x^4+q;if(polisirreducible(P)==0,break); print("P=",P);bp=2;Bp=500;n0=6;K=bnfinit ( The user is invited to vary n at will to certify the numerical results when the p-rank of A K,S is unknown (i.e., when S P ). In the above examples, some T K,S are of order p and the p-rank of A K,S is 0 or 1. We give an example of each congruence class of q modulo 16: (i) For q ≡ 3 (mod 8) ( # P = 1), then T K,S = 1 for all S;
(ii) For q ≡ 5 (mod 8) ( # P = 1), then T K,∅ = Cℓ K ≃ Z/4Z and T K,P = 1 (which means that the 2-Hilbert class field of K is contained in the compositum of of the Z 2 -extensions of K);
(iii) For q ≡ 7 (mod 16) ( # P = 2), then for S = {p} with e p = 2, we get T K,S ≃ Z/4Z and for S = {p * } with e p * = 1, we get T K,S = 1; then
These properties may be proved from classical calculations and are left to the reader as exercises on the Log S -function (consider first the arithmetic of the subfield k = Q( √ −q) and use fixed point formulas in K/k).
(iv) For q ≡ 15 (mod 16), the situation is more complex and offers some interesting examples as the following ones: Appendix A. History of abelian p-ramification A.1. Motivations. We intend, in this detailed survey, to give a maximum of theoretical and practical information about the torsion groups T K,S that we have numerically computed in the first part of this paper.
We shall not consider the immense domain of pro-p-groups like G K,S , Galois cohomology whose main purpose is for instance the existence of infinite towers of S-ramified extensions and the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture studied by various schools of mathematicians, nor the analytic ones as the nonvanishing at s = 1 of complex L-series associated to elliptic curves . . . Similarly, we shall not consider the Iwasawa's theory framework because this tool does not exempt from having the "basic" arithmetical properties of the corresponding objects.
Note that the solutions of the analogous problems of S-ramification over local fields are not sufficient for a "globalization" over a number field K as explained in [Ng1982, § 9].
So we will focus mainly on class field theory and specific deep p-adic properties or conjectures generalizing Leopoldt's conjecture which are, in our opinion, the main obstructions for many contemporary researches.
We will not give the most general statements but restrict ourselves to the case of S-ramification, S ⊆ P , whithout decomposition of finite or infinite places (indeed, in these more elaborate cases, the formalism is identical and may be found in our book). Since the properties of S-ramification may be used by many researchers working on different subjects, we will try to explain the numerous steps of its progress. This must be understood for practical use and will be an opportunity to clarify the vocabulary and the main contributions, especially until the end of the 20th century.
We apologize for the probable lack of references (and citation of their authors). Any suggestion will be welcome to further versions.
A.2. Prehistory. The origin of the interest for S-ramification theory is probably a paper of Brumer [Br1966] , following Serre's book [Se1964] and seems also due to a lecture byŠafarevič (1963) showing the importance of the subject.
In his paper,Šafarevič gives the main cohomological characteristics of the group G K,S (number of generators and relations, cohomological dimension).
Recall at this step the Golod-Šafarevič theorem (1964), named soon after the theorem of Golod-Šafarevič-Gaschütz-Vinberg, saying that if a pro-pgroup G is finite, then r(G) > More precisely, in [Sha1964, Théorème I],Šafarevič gave, for any number field K and any set of places S, the main formula (1.2) that we recall:
A.2.1.Šafarevič formula. The p-rank of the Z p -module A K,S (giving the minimal number of generators dim Fp (H 1 (G K,S , F p ) ) of G K,S ) is: Kubota [Kub1957] began the study of the structure of the dual A * K,S of A K,S , study which is based on the Grunwald-Wang theorem and which leads to a characterization of this group in terms of its fundamental invariants called, following Kaplansky, the "Ulm invariants".
Then in [Mi1978] , Miki used this formalism, about ℓ(= p)-ramification, then class field theory, Iwasawa's theory, in direction of Leopoldt's conjecture. Some statements, equivalent to some results recalled in this survey (as well as the notion of p-rationality and its properties), should be mentioned in his paper, despite the difficulty of translating vocabulary and technique.
A.3. Main developments after the pioneering works. The computation of rk p (T K,P ) from Kummer theory, is still used in [BP1972] and by many authors; see, e.g., [Gr1982, Théorèmes I.2, I.3, Corollaire 1].
A.3.1. Reflection formula. Rank formulas. From theŠafarevič formula and Kummer theory when K contains the group µ p of pth roots of unity, one obtains the reflection theorem in its simplest form, writing P = S ∪ Σ with S ∩ Σ = ∅:
where A Σ K,S is the Galois group of the maximal abelian pro-p-extension of K in H K,S , which is Σ-decomposed (i.e., in which all the places of Σ split completely), and similarly for the definition of A Sres K,Σ in the restricted sense for p = 2. 
where
is the quotient of the p-class group Cℓ res K ′ by the subgroup generated by the classes of P ′ (in the restricted sense for p = 2).
e., ω = 1), we then have: (ii) We have T K,P = 1 if and only if:
• If K does not contain µ p , then the p-places of K are not totally split in K(µ p )/K and the ω-component of the p-class group of K(µ p ) is trivial;
• if µ p ⊂ K, p does not split in K/Q and the unique p ∈ P in K generates the p-class group of K (in the restricted sense for p = 2).
Thus, since A P K,∅ = Cℓ K /cℓ K (p), with p = (1−ζ p ), and A K,P ≃ Z p+1 2 p T K,P , this yields:
which may be precised with the writing rk p (T
] for analogous equality with p-adic characters associated by means of the mirror involution).
If the condition S ∪ Σ = P is not fulfilled, we have (still assuming µ p ⊂ K) the reflection formula, where
where A S K,m * is the Galois group of the p-ray class field of modulus m * and S-split. See [Gr2003/2005, Exercise II.5.4.1] for the case p = 2 which needs to consider the infinite places, and for some generalizations and applications.
Finaly, if K does not contain µ p , but assuming P = S ∪ Σ with S ∩ Σ = ∅, the general formula is: [Se1978] introducing p-adic pseudo measures, then by Colmez [Col1988] in full generality, via the formula:
where R p is the p-adic regulator, h the class number, D the discriminant of K and E p (1) an eulerian factor.
The normalised p-adic regulator R K (2.2), for totally real fields, is given (under Leopoldt's conjecture) by:
where ∼ means equality up to a p-adic unit factor; whence:
where Q c is the Z p -cyclotomic extension of K.
A.3.3. Cohomological interpretation. In [Ng1986] , Nguyen Quang Do gave the cohomological interpretation:
considered as the first of the non positive twists H 2 (G K,P , Z p (i)) of the motivic cohomology.
It is indeed well known that this cohomological invariant does appear as a tricky obstruction in many questions of Galois theory over number fields, whatever the technical approach. But it is clear that considering the two "equivalent" invariants H 2 (G K,P , Z p ) and T K,P , only the last one may be used, with arithmetical tools, to obtain numerical experiments and to understand the true p-adic difficulties.
A.3.4. Principal Conjectures and Theorems. Then considering the invariants Cℓ K (p-class group) and T K,P (p-torsion group in P -ramification) as fundamental objects, we have given, for the abelian fields, the conjectural behaviour of their χ-components for irreducible p-adic characters χ [Gr1977] ; the proofs of these conjectures and of some improvements in Iwasawa's theory are well-known and the reader may refer to the illuminating paper of Ribet [Ri2008] about the so-called "Principal Theorem" stemming from Bernoulli-Kummer-Herbrand, then Mazur-Wiles-Thaine-KolyvaginGreither works on cyclotomy and p-adic L-functions, as a prelude of wide generalizations.
A.4. Basic p-adic properties of A K,P & T K,P . During the 1980's, we have written in [Gr1982, Gr1983, Gr1984] the main properties of the groups T K,P with their behaviour in any extension L/K and proved (assuming Leopoldt's conjecture in the Galois closure of L) that the transfer maps:
are always injective [Gr1982, Théorème I.1]; which has major consequences for the arithmetic of number fields. Of course, this property has been obtained by Jaulent, Nguyen Quang Do and their students in other contexts (see Section A.5).
A.4.1. The p-adic Log P -function.
Definition A.3. Let I K,P be the group of prime to p ideals of K. We define the logarithm function:
as follows. For any ideal a ∈ I K,P let m be such that a m =: (α), α ∈ K × , then Log P (a) := 1 m log P (α) (mod Q p log P (E K )). The main property of Log P ([Gr1983, § 2, Théorème 2.1]), is that for any ideal a ∈ I K,P , Log P (a) is the Artin symbol in the compositum K P of the Z p -extensions of K in the canonical exact sequence:
which may be generalized with arbitrary S:
with an obvious definition of Log S modulo Q p log S (E K ). This formalism is equivalent to that given by the theory of profinite p-groups (here G K,P ), but may yield numerical computations as follows:
The formula for # T K,S , S ⊆ P , is the following [Gr1986, Theorems III.2.5] (under Leopoldt's conjecture):
where P K,S is the group of principal ideals prime to S, so that Z p Log S (P K,S ) depends in an obvious manner of log S (U K,S ). Note that when S P we can not write W K,S = tor Zp (U K,S )/µ K (cf. Lemmas 2.1, 2.2). For instance, for S = P , the Log P -function allows, when µ p ⊂ K, the determination of the initial Kummer radical contained in
A.4.2. Fixed point formula. Then we have obtained a fixed point formula for S = P which, contrary to Chevalley's formula for class groups, does exist whatever the Galois extension L/K:
. Let L/K be a Galois extension of number fields and G := Gal(L/K). Let p be a prime number; we assume that L satisfies the Leopoldt conjecture for p. Then:
, where e l,p is the p-part of the ramification index of l in L/K. Remark A.5. Note that, contrary to the computation of tor Zp (E S K ), that of the Q p -vector space Q p log P (E K ) does not need the knowledge of the group of units E K ; it only depends of the Leopoldt conjecture (assumed) and its Q p -dimension is r 1 + r 2 − 1; for instance in the totally real case, we have
Q p , which allows explicit computations.
Corollary A.6 (invariant classes formula-totally real case). In the case of a totally real field L, the above formula becomes (still under Leopoldt's conjecture): A.4.3. p-primitive ramification. The fixed point formula allows to characterize the case where # T L,P = 1 in a Galois p-extension L/K, which is equivalent to the two conditions, only depending on the base field K:
When the second condition above is fulfilled, we say, by definition, that the p-extension L/K is p-primitively ramified [Gr1986, Ch. III, Definition & Remark, p. 330] and that the set Σ of tame places l, ramified in L/K, is primitive, which is equivalent to say that:
in terms of Frobenius automorphisms. Of course, any P -ramified extension is p-primitively ramified. Then in [Gr1986, Ch. III, § 2, Theorem 2 and Corollary] are characterized, for p = 2 and p = 3, the abelian p-extensions K of Q such that T K,P = 1. This is connected with the "regular kernel" of K which, from results of Tate, follows similar properties which have been explained in a joint work with Jaulent [GJ1989] . We can state:
Theorem A.7. Let K be any number field. The following properties are equivalent: (i) K satisfies the Leopoldt conjecture at p and
p , (iii) the Galois group G K,P is a free pro-p-group on r 2 + 1 generators, which is equivalent to fulfill the following four conditions:
• K satisfies the Leopoldt conjecture at p,
A.5. New formalisms and use of pro-p-group theory.
A.5.1. Infinitesimal arithmetic. At the same time, in his Thesis [Ja1984, Ja1986] , Jaulent defined the "infinitesimal" arithmetic in a number field proving, in a nice conceptual framework, generalizations of our previous results, adding Iwasawa theory results, study of the p-regularity (replacing T K,P by the tame kernel K 2 (Z K ) of the ring of integers of K), and genus theory.
In the same technical context Jaulent would write in [Ja1998, Ja2002] a ℓ (= p)-adic class field theory and a logarithmic class field theory developed later in much papers, including computational methods [BJ2016] . He defines the logarithmic class group Cℓ K whose finitness is equivalent to the Gross conjecture.
A.5.2. Pro-p-group theory version for the study of G K,S . Shortly after, at the end of the 1980's, in his thesis [Mo1988, Mo1990] , Movahhedi gave a wide study of the abelian p-ramification theory, using mainely the properties of the pro-p-group G K,S and deducing most of the previous items, then giving the main structural and cohomological properties of G K,P and the characterization of the triviality of T K,P .
He proposes for this to speak of "p-rational fields" [Mo1990, Definitionn 1], that is to say the number fields K such that Leopoldt's conjecture holds for p and T K,P = 1; this was inspired by the fact that Q is (obviously) p-rational for all p. This vocabulary has been adopted by the arithmeticians. Then Movahhedi gives properties of p-rational extensions L/K and the reciprocal of our result characterizing the p-rationality in a p-extension L/K, in other words the "going up" of the p-rationality:
For instance, this implies that if K is p-rational and Σ K primitive, then any Σ K -ramified p-extension L/K fulfills the Leopoldt conjecture and Σ L is primitive.
Remark A.9. In practice, in research papers, one assumes in general an universal Leopoldt conjecture, so the statement becomes: L is p-rational if and only if K is p-rational and Σ K p-primitive (equivalent to fix points formula).
In the 1990's, the classical results on p-ramification and p-regularity (about the triviality of the tame kernel K 2 (Z K )), are amply illustrated in various directions: pro-p-group theory with explicit determination of a system of generators and relations for G K,S , primitive reciprocity laws, Galois cohomology, Iwasawa's theory, Leopoldt and Gross conjectures) by Movahhedi A.6. Present theoretical and algorithmic aspects. One may say that there is no important progress for p-rationality, for itself, but that the significance of the p-adic properties of the groups T K,S , in much domains of number theory, has given a great lot of heuristics, conjectures, numerical computations; so we shall now describe some of these aspects with some illustrations (it is not possible to be comprehensive since the concerned literature becomes enormous).
A.6.1. Absolute abelian Galois group A K of K. Let K ab be the maximal abelian extension of K. In [AS2013] Angelakis and Stevenhagen, after some work by Onabe [On1976] and by [Kub1957] , provide a direct computation of the profinite group A K := Gal(K ab /K) for imaginary quadratic fields K, and use it to obtain many different K that all have the same "minimal" absolute abelian Galois group, which is in some sense a condition of minimality of all the groups T K,P for all prime p. This corresponds to the fact that such fields are p-rational for all p (up to the factors W K,P for p = 2, 3). Then in [Gr2014] the generalization to an arbitrary K involves the T K,P for all primes p, giving:
Theorem A.11. Let K ab be the maximal Abelian pro-extension of K. Let H K be the compositum, over p, of the maximal P -ramified Abelian prop-extensions H K,P of K. Under the Leopoldt conjecture, there exists an Abelian extension L K of K such that Gal(L K /K) ≃ p T K,P and such that such that H K is the direct compositum over K of L K and the maximal Zextension of K, and such that we have (for some obvious integers δ and w):
Whence the importance of fields K being p-rational for all p (or more precisely such that T K,P = W K,P for all p), an easy problem only for Q and imaginary quadratic fields; but dreadfully difficult when K contains units of infinite order since it is an analogous question as for Fermat's quotients of algebraic numbers (various heuristics and conjectures in [Gr2016] ), or values of L-functions which intervenne as in [CoL2019, Go2001] , and more or less, in many papers as [BGKK2018] when the normalized p-adic regulator is a unit. We have conjectured that T K,P = 1 for almost all p. [Gre2016] , the p-rational fields play a great role, and the first obvious case is that of regular cyclotomic fields Q(µ p ) which are p-rational (yet reported by [Sha1964] , [Gr1986] , and generalized by introducing in [GJ1989] the notion of p-regularity that we do not develop in this survey, for short, but which behaves as p-rationality). 
A.6.4. Rarity of cases of non-triviality of T K,P . Conjectures. We have conjectured in [Gr2016, Conjecture 8.11 ] that for a fixed number field K, T K,P = 1 for all p ≫ 0. Moreover, all numerical calculations show that the non-p-rationality constitutes an exception. In another direction, fixing p and taking K in some given infinite family K (e.g., real fields of given degree d) we have given extensive numerical computations in direction of the following "p-adic Brauer-Siegel" theorem [Gr2018/1919, Conjecture 8.1]:
Conjecture A.14. There exists a constant C p (K) such that:
, for all K ∈ K, where log ∞ is the usual complex logarithm.
Thus there are two questions about
and the
(i) The existence of C K < ∞, for a given K, only says that the Conjecture: T K,P = 1 ∀p ≫ 0 is true for the field K; for this field, lim sup
(ii) If C p < ∞ does exist for a given p, we have an universal p-adic analog of Brauer-Siegel theorem (the above Conjecture A.14). These questions being out of reach, many results give, on the contrary, the infinteness of primes p giving p-rationality of a field K, in general under the a b c conjecture, and following the method given by [ 
This show the awesome distance between the two aspects of the problem; indeed, for K = Q( √ 5), no prime number is known giving T K,P = 1.
A.6.5. Fermat curves. To study Fermat curves of exponent p, one uses the base field K = Q(µ p ) and works in some Kummer extensions; for instance: (i) Shu [Shu2018] gives general formulae of the root numbers of the Jacobian varieties of the Fermat curves X p +Y p = δ, where δ is an integer, and studies their distribution.
(ii) Davis-Pries [DP2018] work in P -ramified Kummer extensions with P = {p = (1 − ζ p )}, as follows. Let L ⊂ H K,P be defined by:
2 , The Kummer radical of L is also generated by the real cyclotomic units and the two numbers ζ p and 1 − ζ p ; so, under Vandiver's conjecture, this radical is of p-rank r + 1 since it is then given by E K · 1 − ζ p modulo K ×p . Under the regularity of p, we get T K,P = 1 (reflection theorem (A.3)) and L is the maximal p-elementary subextension of H K,P ; L/K being p-ramified, whence p-primitively ramified (A.4.3), this gives the p-rationality of L. Let E be the maximal p-elementary subextension of H L,P ; since T L,P = 1 with E/L p-ramified, T E,P = 1 and rk p (Gal(E/L)) = r · p r+1 + 1. One can deduce that Cℓ L = Cℓ E = 1 since E/K is totally ramified at p (Theorem A.1 and Chevalley's formula in any successive p-cyclic extensions in E/K).
In simple cases as p = 37, where # Cℓ K = p and where H K ⊆ L in which p splits, the formula of Theorem A.1 gives rk p (T L,P ) = rk p (Cℓ P L ) + p − 1, whence rk p (Gal(E/L)) = r · p r+1 + 2r + 1 + rk p (Cℓ P L ) depending on Cℓ P L . The purpose of [DP2018] is to get information on H 1 (Gal(E/K), M ) for Gal(E/K)-modules M , subquotients of the relative homology H 1 (U, Y ; F p ) of the Fermat curve, where U is the affine curve x p + y p = 1 and Y the set of 2p cusps where xy = 0.
A.6.6. Computational references and numerical tables. Many references may be cited. The first table for the computation of # T K,P for imaginary quadratic fields is that of Charifi [Cha1982] . In [Hat1987, Hat1988] the computations correspond to statistics about the values (modulo p) of the normalized regulator R K,P of K = Q( √ 5). A most precise study of p-rationality of imaginary quadratic fields is given by Angelakis-Stevenhagen in [AS2013, Section 7] . A wide study of T K,P with tables and publication of PARI/GP programs is done by Pitoun-Varescon [Pi2010, PV2015] ; but these more conceptual programs are not so easy to be used by the reader. In [HZ2016] Hofmann-Zhang compute the valuation of the (usual) p-adic regulators of cyclic cubic fields with discriminant up to 10 16 , for 3 ≤ p ≤ 100, and observe the distribution of these valuations. About the conjecture of Greenberg [Gre2016] Barbulescu-Ray [BR2017] give explicit p-rational large compositum of quadratic fields. We may cite some similar works by Bouazzaoui [Bou2018] , by El Habibi-Ziane [ElHZ2018] , then [Gr2017/2018 with programs. In the similar context, a new PARI/GP program allows the computation of the logarithmic class groups of a number field by Belabas-Jaulent [BJ2016] . In another direction, the paper [MR2018/2019] of Maire-Rougnant gives non-trivial examples of "p-rationalities" of isotopic components of the torsion groups T K,P ; more precisely the fields K are cyclic extensions of Q of degrees 3 and 4 from polynomials of Balady, Lecacheux, Balady-Washington, and S 3 -extensions of Q. In [Gr2018/1919 , are given numerous programs to test some heuristics and conjectures about the order of magnitude of the groups T K,P in totally real number fields in a Brauer-Siegel framework.
A.7. Conclusion and open questions. In all the aspects of p-rationality that we have developed (theoretical and computational), some interesting applications are done today, including for instance, for the most recent ones, [HM2017/2019] by Hajir-Maire on the µ-invariant in Iwasawa's theory, then [HMR2018] by Hajir-Maire-Ramakrishna, showing the existence of p-rational fields having a large p-rank of the class group, or [HMR2019] showing the existence of a solvable number field L, P -ramified, whose pHilbert class field tower is infinite. Of course it is not possible to evoque all the studied families of pro-p-groups having some logical links with S-ramification (with more general sets S regarding P ) as, for instance, the notion of "mild groups" introduced by Labute [Lab2006] (ii) The explicit computation of the p-rank, r K,S (1.4), of A K,S /T K,S for S ⊆ P , is available only in favorable Galois cases with an algebraic reasoning on the canonical representation Q p log S (E K ) given by the Herbrand theorem on units under Leopoldt's conjecture (see § 2.4). Then one may think that the result depends, for fixed Galois groups, on a finite number of cases regarding the possible families of decomposition groups of p and ∞. In the definition of W K,S := W K,S /tor Zp (E S K ), we do not know how to compute tor Zp (E S K ). We ignore, in a p-adic framework, if Leopoldt's conjecture is sufficient to obtain the responses apart from a Galois context. We hope that our programs 3.1.2 may help to give heuristics about this.
